TRIMBLE AUTOPILOT WITH FMX DISPLAY
Getting Started
Note: HOME SCREEN, SETTINGS SCREEN & RUN SCREEN Icons are all located in the top R/H corner of
the screen. The top Icon is always HOME. The middle Icon is SETTINGS and the bottom Icon is RUN.

1. From the HOME Screen, tap the SETTINGS Icon.
2. Make sure that the correct Implement is selected. If not, enter it, or
change it here.
3. Tap the RUN Screen Icon – The FIELD SELECTION Screen will appear.
Select or enter the CLIENT, FARM, FIELD & EVENT information, as
needed, then press OK. The RUN Screen will appear.
4. Press the SWATHS Icon (lower R/H corner) and the SWATH
MANAGEMENT Screen will appear.
5. Select your Swath type. Eg. AB line, Headland or enter an A+ Heading.
You can also select a FREFORM line from the top row of tabs. If you
have previously saved swaths, they will also appear. After a Swath is
selected, an Icon will appear in the lower r/h corner of the screen –
press it.
6. When returned back to the RUN Screen, use SET A & SET B Icons to set
an AB Line.
7. If a Free-Form swath was selected, use the FREEFORM Icon to start and
finish a Free-Form curve, or you can use the SET A & SET B Icons to set a
regular straight AB Line in the same field.
8. Use the ENGAGE Icon, or the Remote Engage button on the Armrest to
engage as required. *Please note- the armrest button is the preferred
method. To use this button, it must be held in for a minimum of ½ a
second, but no longer than 4 seconds.
9. Tap the NAV II Controller Icon (Picture of silver control unit) to display
the Aggressiveness & Trim adjustments. Increase Aggressiveness if
machine is slowly weaving & decrease if too jerky. Use trim to fine tune
the position of the machine on the line (Move left of right).
10.Use the Skip Icon (next to Swaths Icon) to move your lines over a set
amount, or to your current position.

